Semester S2 at Tor Vergata University

http://www.astromundus.eu/
Astromundus is now in its 6\textsuperscript{th} edition.

15 students of the first five editions got their master degree in Tor Vergata

\begin{itemize}
  \item I edition: Khan Muhammad Bin Asad, Cigdem Kanberoglu, Paritosh Verma
  \item II edition: Wilnelia Edith Adams, Vladimir Lukovic
  \item III edition: Hoang Le Nguyen, Balakrishna Sandeep Haridasu
  \item IV edition: Arpine Kozmanyan, Konstantina Loumou, Mija Lovrić, Lawrence Anthony Short
  \item V edition: Benjamin Garett Browning, Odysse Halim, Abhishek Sanjay Maniyar, Bastian Severin Niklas Proxauf
\end{itemize}
Astromundus people (... not only) at Tor Vergata during this semester

Astromundus VII edition students: AHMAD Waheed, GARCIA CASTANEDA Stefano Renzo, GREEN Jarred Gershon, GUZMAN MESA Andrea, KALINANI Jay, KALININ Oleg Igorevich, MESHVELIANI Tamari
Astromundus VI edition students: VERSIC Tadeja
... and Italian students sharing lectures with Astromundus students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prof. Giuseppe Bono</th>
<th>Project supervisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prof.ssa Viviana Fafone</td>
<td>Contact person and Academic Advisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof.ssa Viviana Fafone, Dr. Amedeo Balbi, Dr. Dario Del Moro, Dr. Giancarlo De Gasperis (deputy contact person)</td>
<td>Local Organising Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof.ssa R. Bernabei</td>
<td>Lecturers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. F. Berrilli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. G. Bono</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. R. Cerulli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. G. Pucacco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. A. Rocchi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. N. Vittorio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tutors will be available for the three compulsory courses: Gravitational Physics, Relativity and Cosmology 1, Stellar Astrophysics

**International Cooperation Office (residence permit, housing service, logistics): relazioni.internazionali@uniroma2.it**

**International Students Office (enrollment): studenti.stranieri@uniroma2.it**

**For ALL non-academic administrative issues (residence permit, enrollment, ....)**
Secretariat Offices

Three main reference offices:

• “Macroarea” secretariat (previously named Faculty secretariat)
  • Teaching logistics (lecture rooms, timetable,..), administrative procedures for the thesis defence, …
  • Second floor, close to the yellow bar
  • Reference person: Mrs. Samanta Marianelli (samanta.marianelli@uniroma2.it)

• Students secretariat
  • Administrative procedures for the thesis defence, university booklet, ….
  • Second floor, at the end of the long corridor where lecture rooms are located
  • Reference person: Mr. Roberto Della Torre (roberto.dellatorre@uniroma2.it)

• Secretariat of Physics Department
  • Second floor, just above aula Grassano
  • Reference person: Mrs. Carla Urbani (urbani@roma2.infn.it)
  • Working place: you can get the key from Mrs. Urbani
Info concerning lectures

You can find info on lectures, timetable, …. on the Macroarea web page: http://www.scienze.uniroma2.it/?cat=241&catParent=5
Main reference offices

Students secretariat – reference person: Mr Roberto Della Torre
E-mail: dellatorre@uniroma2.it
Health Care Services

Registration to the National Health System

- Registration cost is about 150 Euro, covered and reimbursed by IPS (your Innsbruck health insurance)
- Registration to NHS is necessary to have a public general practitioner (family doctor): most of the problems usually solved, prescriptions of further checks with specialists, if needed, medical certificates, prescription of medicines, …
- With their prescription, it is possible for you to get a reimbursement for any medical expenses from IPS (from private practitioners, as well).
- Instructions for the registration to the NHS can be found in the “Foreigner’s guide to health services” (Voluntary Registration), provided by the International Relations Office

(https://www.fisica.uniroma2.it/~tovastro/astromundus/procedures/health.pdf)

Emergency Rescue in any public hospital

- This can be an emergency solution only
- It is possible to face very long queues (depending on the actual emergency that you have
- There is one in the Tor Vergata hospital, in the Campus (PTV: Policlinico Tor Vergata)
You have to choose two optional courses among those listed (please let us know your choice within tomorrow, Tuesday 7th)

**Lectures will start on Wednesday 8th** (unless differently specified by the responsible of each class)
Astromundus webpage @ Tov

AstroMundus - Tor Vergata

Semester S2, acad. year 2010/11, Edition 1
- students: Khan ASAD, Yu-Chun HONG, Christopher MARVIN, Remadin MEKURIA, Kurnal MOHAMED, Pooe PODIGACHOSKI, Payaswini SAJKIA, Paritosh VERMA
- welcome meeting, march 4th 2011, pictures by Luca Giovannelli

Semester S3, acad. year 2011/12, Edition 1
- students: Zahra ALVI, Cigdem KANBEROGLU, Nemanja RAKIC, Abdul Antonio RAMIREZ TORREZ, Paritosh VERMA

Semester S4, acad. year 2011/12, Edition 1
- students: Khan ASAD, Cigdem KANBEROGLU, Paritosh VERMA

Semester S2, acad. year 2011/12, Edition 2
- students: Gerardo MARTINEZ AVILES, Wilnelia Edith ADAMS, Fahad NASIR, Abby Pratap YADAV

Semester S3, acad. year 2012/13, Edition 2
- students: Xinu Nhau TRUONG, Vladimir LUKOVIC, Barbara Lucía RAMIREZ MOSQUERA

Semester S2, acad. year 2012/13, Edition 3
- students: Balakrishna Sandeep HARIDASU, Martha Irene SALADINO, Hoang Le NGUYEN, Anna Maria OGORZALEK

Semester S4, acad. year 2012/13, Edition 2
- students: Wilnelia Edith ADAMS, Vladimir LUKOVIC

Semester S3, acad. year 2013/14, Edition 3
- students: Balakrishna Sandeep HARIDASU, Hoang Le NGUYEN, Anna Maria OGORZALEK, William Arthur POLYCARPE, Martha Irene SALADINO, Avneet SINGH

Semester S2, acad. year 2013/14, Edition 4
- students: Miles TIMPE, Ertan SÖKMEN, Mija LOVRIC, Kristiell Marisol LÓPEZ LÓPEZ, Dan Josué DEIRAS, Lawrence Anthony SHORT, Konstantina LOUMOU, Pietro Olmo PIANA, Grega BILJAK

Semester S4, acad. year 2013/14, Edition 3
- students: Balakrishna Sandeep HARIDASU, Hoang Le NGUYEN

Semester S3, acad. year 2014/15, Edition 4
- students: Freydlan MORENO DEL RIO, Arpinne KOZMANYAN

Semester S4, acad. year 2014/15, Edition 4
- students: Konstantina LOUMOU, Mija LOVRIC, Lawrence Anthony SHORT, Freydlan MORENO DEL RIO, Arpinne KOZMANYAN

Semester S2, acad. year 2014/15, Edition 5
- students: Benjamin BROWNING, Yana KHUSANOV, Abishek MANIYAR, Mihn Nhat NGUYEN, Georgiisa SANJANA, Bastian Niklas PROXAU, Odyssey HALIM

Semester S3, acad. year 2015/16, Edition 6
- students: Benjamin BROWNING, Abishek MANIYAR, Mihn Nhat NGUYEN, Odyssey HALIM, Robert DZUDZAR, Joanna Tamani RAMASAWMY

Semester S4, acad. year 2015/16, Edition 5
- students: BROWNING, Abishek MANIYAR, Odyssey HALIM, Bastian Niklas PROXAU

Semester S2, acad. year 2015/16, Edition 6
- students: welcome day 29 February 2016

http://www.fisica.uniroma2.it/~tovastro/astromundus/
Map of the lecture rooms and reference offices
Transports

ANAGNI

CAMPUSX SHUTTLE DEPARTURES: 8:00 - 9:30 - 13:30 - 19:00
good work !